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ABSTRACT
We provide the �rst solution to an important question, “how
a physical-layer authentication method can defend against
signal replay attacks”. It was believed that if an attacker
can replay the exact same reply signal of a legitimate au-
thentication object (such as an RFID tag), any physical-layer
authentication method will fail. This paper presents Hu-Fu,
the �rst physical layer RFID authentication protocol that is
resilient to themajor attacks including tag counterfeiting, sig-
nal replay, signal compensation, and brute-force feature reply.
Hu-Fu is built on two fundamental ideas, namely inductive
coupling of two tags and signal randomization. Hu-Fu does
not require any hardware or protocol modi�cation on COTS
passive tags and can be implemented with COTS devices. We
implement a prototype of Hu-Fu and demonstrate that it is
accurate and robust to device diversity and environmental
changes, including locations, distance, and temperature. Hu-
Fu provides a new direction of battery-free/low-power device
authentication that enables numerous IoT applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Battery-free wireless communication, in particular passive
RFID, is a promising solution of the Internet of Things (IoT),
due to its energy e�ciency and low cost [3, 10, 23, 24, 26, 28,
29, 33, 34, 36, 39]. In recent years, security issues of IoT de-
vices have drawn increasing attentions. Among these issues,
device authentication is one of the most important problems.
IoT device authentication aims to validate whether a device
is indeed the legitimate one which has been registered in the
system. It is a crucial task in many applications such as the
access control to an area or event, electronic payment, and
tamper-evident packaging. However, the limited computing
capability of battery-free devices restricts the execution of
cryptographic algorithms such as hashing and encryption.
In fact, commodity o�-the-shelf (COTS) passive RFID tags
do not support strong cryptographic operation and current
UHF tags have no cryptographic capabilities. 1 Hence many
classic security solutions are impossible to use on commodity
passive tags. In addition, since a tag is simple and cheap, its
memory may not be securely protected. If an attacker obtains
the secret, it can easily produce unlimited counterfeits.

To this end,many researchers investigate to utilize physical-
layer information of RFID tags for identi�cation/authentica-
tion tasks [6][37][8][17]. Physical-layer identi�cation meth-
ods are based on the fact that di�erent tags may include hard-
ware di�erences due to manufactural imperfection. Hence
a tag can be veri�ed using certain physical features and a

1To our knowledge, the only tag with a cryptographic function is the re-
cently announced NXP UCODE DNA RFID [1]. However all related doc-
uments are for commercial purposes. Hence we are not clear about its
cryptographic strategy, reliability, and other characteristics.
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Figure 1: Utilize coupling state and signal randomization to defend against various attacks
counterfeited tag is unlikely to have highly similar physical
features with the legitimate one [6][37][17]. However, it is
known that physical-layer identi�cation/authentication is
vulnerable to several major attacks, and whether there exists
a solution to defend against them was considered an “open
question” [8].

Major attacks.We summarize four major attacks to phys-
ical layer authentication.

(1) Tag counterfeiting; the attacker uses an unauthorized
tag to let it carry the same ID of a legitimate tag.

(2) Signal replay; the attacker eavesdrops the physical sig-
nals of a legitimate tag, captures them in a digital form,
and then replays the exactly same signals towards the
reader [7][8].

(3) Signal compensation; the attacker obtains a signal that
can pass the authentication, called a valid signal. Then
during the authentication process, it compensates the
current signal in the environment to become the valid
signal [9].

(4) Brute-force feature replay; Assuming the attacker knows
the feature extraction algorithm and owns su�ciently
many tags, it extracts the feature of every tag until
getting one tag that presents a feature close enough
to the legitimate tag [8].

All prior physical-layer identi�cation methods mainly de-
fend against tag counterfeiting, but are vulnerable to the
remaining three attacks [7]. Traditional network protocols
using a cryptographic nonce to defend against replay at-
tacks but passive tags are obviously unable to use it. Signal
and feature replay has been considered as an ultra-weapon
to physical-layer authentication. A recent work [17] states
“To our knowledge, no existing work can e�ectively defend
against such an attack (signal replay), including our work”. In
[7] it states “Signal replay makes the attacker frames almost
indistinguishable from the genuine frames... Whether such im-
personation detection (of signal or feature replay) is feasible, is
an open question.”

In this paper, we provide the �rst answer to such an open
question, a new direction of physical-layer authentica-
tion that is resilient the attacks listed above. The pro-
posed authentication method is called Hu-Fu.2 Hu-Fu is
based on two ideas. First, we observe the fact of inductive
coupling of two adjacent tags [35][16] from real experiments,
that if we place two tags in close positions (e.g., in 2cm), the
backscatter signal from either tag would be di�erent from
the signal by putting the tag alone. The coupling signal of a
tag also depends on the other tag. Hence we use a tag, called
the Retained Tag (or Left Tag) TL , along with the reader as
the authenticator. When an authenticatee, called the Right
Tag TR , is presented, TR should be put to a position close to
TL and an inductive coupling state is created. The system
validates whether the features from the physical signals of
TR and TL are consistent to the signals collected previously
using the legitimate tag TR . As shown in Fig. 1(a), if TL and
TR are separate, they will reply non-coupling signals UL and
UR . However, if they are close enough, in Fig. 1(b) their sig-
nals will becomeCL and CR . The authentication features are
extracted from CL and CR . The second idea, called signal
randomization and introduced in a recent work [18], is to
allow the reader sends a one-time random signal s(t) that
changes with time t . Then the backscatter signal CR become
CR · s(t), which appears random to an eavesdropper who has
no information of s(t), shown in Fig. 1(c). The eavesdropper
is even unable to tell whether a tag is transmitting or not.
But the reader is able to remove s(t) for decoding. Hu-Fu
makes an attacker incapable to capture, replay, or compen-
sate the signal or feature that can pass the authentication,
becauseCL andCR are hidden. For example in Fig. 1(d), if an
attacker recordsUR by querying TR using an unauthorized
reader, even if it replaysUR , Hu-Fu will �nd the di�erence

2Hu-Fu, also called tiger tallies, were authentication seals used by ancient
Chinese emperors to command and dispatch the army. The right piece was
retained by the emperor and the left piece was issued to the general of
the army. When a messenger sends a imperial command to the general, he
must show the right tally that matches exactly to the left piece. Hu-Fu was
famous for the tale of Lord Xinling in The Records of the Grand Historian.
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between < CL,CR > and < UL,UR > and reject the replay.
As in Fig. 1(e), since the attacker does not know CR , the sig-
nal from a counterfeit C 0

c will highly likely to be di�erent
from CR and it cannot get accepted.
Both inductive coupling and signal randomization are

essential components of Hu-Fu. They work together to block
the access of attackers to valid signals and features from
legitimate tags. Without inductive coupling, an attacker can
easily get the reply signal from a legitimate tag by querying
it using an unauthorized reader. Then the attacker replays it
to the reader. Without signal randomization, the attacker can
eavesdrop on CL and CR and try to use signal compensation
or brute-force feature replay to re-build the signals.

Hu-Fu e�ectively protects the following information, which
is the basis of the major attacks to physical-layer authen-
tication. 1) The coupling signal of the pair of tags; 2) The
feature of a legitimate tag, even though the attacker knows
the feature extraction algorithm; 3) What signal can pass
the authentication process. By cutting the source of these at-
tacks, Hu-Fu e�ectively ensures the success of physical-layer
authentication.

Hu-Fu is also cost-e�cient. It does not require any change
on COTS tags. A Hu-Fu reader can be built with COTS wire-
less devices. It is also easy if a vendor wants to change its
readers to be compatible to Hu-Fu. The authentication time
is fast (< 1.5sec).

The major contributions of Hu-Fu are as follows:

• Hu-Fu is the �rst tag authentication solution to de-
fend against counterfeiting, signal replay, signal com-
pensation, and feature replay attacks that is compatible
to the standard protocol. It provides a new direction
of battery-free/low-power IoT device authentication.

• Hu-Fu is robust to the device and environment di-
versity. It uses environment- and reader-independent
features, hence it can accurately authenticate tags that
are registered at di�erent places.

• We implement a working prototype of Hu-Fu and con-
duct extensive experiments to demonstrate its security
and reliability.

In the rest of this paper, we �rst present the overview
of Hu-Fu in Section 2. We model and validate the inductive
coupling of two tags in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the
detailed system design. The security analysis of our system
is discussed in Section 5. The prototype implement and eval-
uation of Hu-Fu are introduced in Section 6. The state-of-art
RFID authentication methods and conclusion are discussed
in Section 7 and 9.

TL TR

TRTL

Figure 2: Two typical applications of Hu-Fu. Left:
static scenario; Right: dynamic scenario
2 OVERVIEW
In this section we introduce the problem studied in this work,
the system and security model, and the basic protocol work
�ow of Hu-Fu.

2.1 System and Security Model
Hu-Fu solves the following fundamental problem in an RFID
system. Given a tag reply that reports a registered tag ID
(EPC), the RFID system needs to decide whether the reply
was from the authorized tag that has been registered with
this ID, called a legitimate tag, or from an attacker who does
not hold the legitimate tag. The tag reply from an attacker
could be transmitted from a di�erent tag that carries the
registered ID, called a counterfeit, or from a powerful device
that can replay any signal it has previously heard, called a
replayer.
Depending on the application requirements, Hu-Fu may

be utilized in two situations, namely static scenarios and
dynamic scenarios. In a static scenario, a legitimate tag is
registered at the check-in site and its physical-layer feature is
collected by the system. Later it is veri�ed at the same place
for authentication. Such a scenario is useful for applications
like access control. As shown in the left of Fig. 2, one tag is
�xed at an entrance guard and acts as the Left TagTL . A �rst-
time user registers her Right Tag at the entrance by placing
it together with the Left Tag and letting the system record
the physical feature under certain security control. Later
when the user requests for entrance, she places her Right
Tag again with the Left Tag and let the system verify it. A
Left Tag can be paired with multiple Right Tags for di�erent
users. In a dynamic scenario, the authentication site where
a tag is veri�ed may be di�erent from the check-in site. Such
scenario is useful for applications such as a baggage claim
system. As shown in the right of Fig. 2, a user checks in her
luggage by letting the system record the physical feature of
a pair of coupled tags. Then a tag is attached to the luggage,
acting as the Left Tag. The user carries the Right Tag. Later
at the destination of the trip, the system veri�es the features
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of the pair of tags and authenticate the Right Tag presented
by the user before allowing her to pick up the luggage.

Security Model. We assume a powerful attacker. It can
eavesdrop on any communication between the legitimate
reader and tags (attacker can also be a MIMO eavesdropper),
record any signal, and replay the identical physical signal
of prior communication to the reader, at any location in-
cluding the check-in and authentication sites. However, it
cannot obtain the tags’ features by some active attacks at
check-in and authentication sites, e.g., using an unauthorized
reader to query the legitimate tags. Attackers cannot block
the communication channel between the legitimate reader
and tags. In the dynamic scenario, the Left Tag cannot be
accessed anywhere with an unauthorized reader. This as-
sumption has been used in prior work such as [18], and it
is reasonable as there are a few practical and commercial
solutions that can detect and prevent active attacks, includ-
ing shielding sleeves[25], RFID blocking wallets [18] and
RFID reader detectors[11][22]. Right Tags do not have such
a requirement. We further assume the attacker knows all
authentication protocols and feature extraction algorithms.

Note that an attacker can gain from each false positive re-
sult of Hu-Fu, but it will also be penalized and pay non-trivial
cost for every true negative result. When a negative result is
obtained, the presenter of the right tag will be further inter-
rogated and veri�ed using next-level authentication method,
such as being asked to show his/her personal ID, receipts, etc..
True negatives caused by attackers will hence be penalized.
An attacker cannot try to use di�erent counterfeited tags by
in�nitely many times and expect that one of them can pass
Hu-Fu.

Wemainly consider the four attacks presented in §1, namely
1) tag counterfeiting, 2) signal replay, 3) signal compensa-
tion, and 4) brute-force feature replay. The attacker is able
to launch all of them. We focus on tag authentication and do
not consider attacks that target on communication con�den-
tiality, integrity, or availability.
To our knowledge, no prior work has considered such

a powerful attacker and no prior work can defend against
attacks 2), 3), and 4).

2.2 Work�ow of Hu-Fu
As shown in Fig. 3, a Hu-Fu instance includes an RFID reader
carrying two directional antennas.3 The Left TagTL sits face
to the reader and is �xed. We assumeTL cannot be destroyed,
replaced, nor its communication channel to the reader can be
blocked. The reader and TL are together acting as the Hu-Fu
authenticator. A tag as the ‘authenticatee’ is denoted as the
Right Tag TR . Hu-Fu has two phases, namely registration
phase and authentication phase. Every legitimate tag j should
have been registered to the system. To register a tag, it should
be placed to a position in 2cm distance toTL and become the
Right Tag TR . Certain features of the physical signals from
TL and TR will be collected and stored in a back-end server
associated with TR ’s ID. Later if a tag claiming to be TR is
present and Hu-Fu needs to valid its authenticity, the tag
will be putted to the place 2cm to TL and become TR . Their
backscatter signals will be analyzed in order to verify that
the features are consistent to the record of TR stored at the
back-end server. A Left Tag can be paired with multiple
Right Tags.
The main idea of Hu-Fu is utilizing both the inductive

coupling phenomenon between two adjacent tags and sig-
nal randomization. A passive tag can be modeled as a kind
of coil. When a tag is powered by the reader, a current will
�ow inside the coil. As we all know, a steady current on a cir-
cular can generate a magnetic �eld around it [35][16], which
may in�uence the current in adjacent circulars. That is why
two close tags will inductive coupling with each other. In
addition, due to the manufacturing imperfection, the induc-
tive coupling phenomenons are not identical for di�erent tag
pairs. We utilize this characteristic of passive tags to perform
authentication. Suppose tags TL and TR replies signals UL
andUR respectively when they are not coupled. If they are in
the coupling status, TL and TR ’s signals will become CL and
CR respectively, whose features are used for authentication.
Hence an attacker cannot get CR by using an unauthorized

3We use a USRP-based Software De�ned Radio (SDR) to build the reader. In
fact, Hu-Fu utilizes the raw received signals as the feature source, which can
also be captured by COTS readers. Hence we believe Hu-Fu can be easily
implemented on COTS readers by a vendor [2].
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reader to query TR . However, it may still eavesdrop on CL
and CR during the registration or authentication process.
Hu-Fu is able to hide CL and CR during the registration

or authentication process. According to EPC C1G2 proto-
col [13], after transmitting commands, the reader will keep
sending a constant carrier wave to supply energy to tag pop-
ulation. A tag will randomly choose a slot to reply. In our
design, as shown in Fig. 4, instead of transmitting a constant
carrier wave, we let the reader sends a one-time random
signal s(t) that changes with time t . Hence an attacker can
only obtain CL · s(t) and CR · s(t) by eavesdropping on the
registration/authentication process. The reader can easily ex-
tract and decodeCL andCR since it knows s(t). SinceCL and
CR are hidden, the attacker cannot extract the features from
valid tags even if it knows the feature extraction algorithms.
All attacks can be successfully defended by hiding both the
valid signals and features. Note Hu-Fu does not need any
hardware or protocol changes on COTS passive tags.

In addition, authenticating two tags as a unit is also helpful
for extracting environment-independent features. For two
tags that close with each other, the surrounding environ-
ments are very similar. This phenomenon can be applied
in noise removal. Hu-Fu can e�ectively cope with environ-
ment diversity and achieve high accuracies in both static and
dynamic scenarios.

3 MODEL AND VALIDATE TAG
COUPLING

We show that inductive coupling introduces signi�cant sig-
nal di�erence to RFID tags, by modeling and experimental
validation.

The fundamental reason of inductive coupling is the elec-
tromagnetic induction. According to the Biot-Savart Law
[35], a steady current on a circular can generate a magnetic
�eld around it. We speci�c it by the model shown in Fig. 5.
According to the physical property of the dipole-aerial de-
sign, each tag can be modeled as a circular loop [5] [35]. We
set the origin point as the center of the circular of the Left
Tag TL . Let vector Æ

d denote the directional vector from the
center of TL’s circular to that of the Right Tag TR . When a
reader inventories the pair of tags and induces a current I1
on the circular of TL , a magnetic �eld B21 will occur on TR :

B21 =
µ0

4�

º
c

I1dÆl ⇥ ( Æd � Ær )
| Æd � Ær |3

, (1)

where Ær is the radius vector from the circular center of TL
to the di�erential element dÆl on the wire, the direction of
d

Æ
l is de�ned as the same with the conventional current I1,
and µ0 is the magnetic constant. As a result, the magnetic
�led B21 will introduce a magnetic �ux �21 that go through
TR ’s loop. If the e�ective area ofTR ’s loop is S2, the magnetic

x
y

z

TL TR

Figure 5: Model of two coupling tags

�ux �21 = B21 · S2. In this way, we can further measure the
mutual inductanceM21 between TL and TR :

M21 =
�21

I1
=

µ0

4�

º
c

1
| Æd � Ær |2

. (2)

According to Eq. 2, we �nd that the mutual inductanceM21 is
independent of the current in the circular of either TL or TR .
It is only related to the relative position ( Æd) and the physical
feature of the equivalent circular (Ær ).

In this way, we can divide the electromotive force E 0
2 toTR

into two parts: the internal electromotive force E2 and the
induced electromotive force E21:

E

0
2 = E2 + E21 = E2 + (�N2

d�21

dt

), (3)

where N2 is the loop number ofTR , E2 is the internal electro-
motive force of TR in non-coupling case, and E21 represents
the value that induced by the current in TL’s circular. As a
result, the current I2 on the circular of TR in non-coupling
case will change to I 02 accordingly:

I

0
2 =

E

0
2

R2
=

E2

R2
+
E21

R2
= I2 �

N2

R2
· d�21

dt

(4)

Considering Eq. 4 and 2, we have:

I

0
2 = I2 �

N2

R2
· dM21

dt

· I1. (5)

In this way, we build a relationship between the in�uenced
current I 02 inTR with I1 and I2, as well as the physical features
of itself (N2, R2, etc). Accordingly, the in�uenced current I 01
in TL :

I

0
1 = I1 �

N1

R1
· dM12

dt

· I2. (6)

Therefore when a pair of tags are put together, the coupled
signal from either of them depends on the physical features
of both tags. The coupled signals are di�erent for di�erent
pairs of tags. If the attacker replaces one of them, the in-
�uenced current I 01/I

0
2 will change. To verify this fact, we

conduct two experiments. In the �rst experiment, we collect
the non-coupling signal of TL and then put a right tag TR
close toTL with 2cm distance. As shown in Fig. 6(a), with the
interference of the right tag, the coupling signal of TL has
obvious di�erence to the non-coupling one in amplitude. We
then change the right tag to four other di�erent ones. We do
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not change any settings of the former experiment, including
the parameters, environments and the tag’s position. We
show the coupling signal of the TL in Fig. 6(b). We �nd that
with the interference of di�erent right tags, the coupling
signals of the same left tag also have distinguishable di�er-
ences in amplitude. Hence by querying TL or TR separately,
the attacker cannot obtain the amplitude-based features that
are used for authentication. Since the coupling signals are
protected by randomization, the attacker is not able to obtain
any valid signal or feature that can pass the authentication.

4 SYSTEM AND PROTOCOL DESIGN
To authenticate a tag presented to Hu-Fu, the system includes
three modules to determine the result ‘Accept’ or ‘Reject’,
namely signal collection, signal preprocessing, and feature
extraction and comparison as shown in Fig. 7. The signal col-
lection module aims to collect the signals from two coupling
tags in a secure way with the reader. The signals are then
processed to remove the random signal and environmental
noise, in the signal preprocessing module. Finally, in feature
extraction and comparison module, we propose two types of
features, namely coupling feature and authentication feature,
which are used for authenticating the tag and detect di�erent
kinds of attacks. Our design is compliable to the existing EPC
protocol [13] and requires no change on passive tags.

4.1 Signal collection
In Hu-Fu the reader queries both the Left and Right Tags
and then collects the backscatter signals from them. The
deployment of Hu-Fu is shown in Fig. 3. We place the Tx
and Rx antennas in a line. Both of them stand facing to the
tag pair. In both the registration and authentication phases,
Hu-Fu �rst collects the backscatter signal fromTL by keeping
querying TL for one second. Then TR is placed within 2cm
distance toTL on the test board. Hu-Fu collects the backscat-
ter signal from both TL and TR by keep querying them for
another second.
To prevent attackers from eavesdropping and recording

the coupling signals, the Hu-Fu reader sends a random signal
instead of constant carrier waves during each tag response.
As shown in Fig. 4, the reader transmits a random signal
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Random noise

+
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TL TR

Random signal 
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Gaussian noise 
cancellation

Coupling feature

Authentication 
feature
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Figure 7: System design
s(t) instead of the carrier waves (cw). This mechanism has
been introduced in RF-Cloak [18]. The authors of [18] have
proved that this mechanism can overcome a single-antenna
eavesdropper that uses the optimal decoder. For a MIMO
eavesdropper, it may extract the coding of the legitimate
tags. However, it is still not able to estimate the physical-
layer features of each tag. The information it obtained is
far from enough for recording, reconstructing and replying
the original signals. We discuss it in Appendix A. Hence
Hu-Fu can e�ectively prevent attackers from eavesdropping
or recording the coupling signal. Without the knowledge
about the coupling signal, attackers can hardly compensate
uncoupling signals or �nd out a counterfeited tag that owns
a similar hardware characteristic with the legitimate one.
In our implementation, we use a USRP radio to achieve

these tasks. The entire process can also be implemented on
a COTS reader without introducing much complexity, if a
vendor wants to.

Utilizing this mechanism, when a tag responds its data,
the reader transmits a random signal s(t) with the power of
PR (t). We develop a model of the backscatter signal under
such randomization using basic communication theory. Due
to the space limitation, the detailed derivation is skipped.
The received signal P 0

R from a tag at the receiver of the reader
R can be modeled as follows:

P

0
R (t) = � · � 0 · h(R,Ti ,Tj ) · s(t) · x(t) + NG , (7)

where h(R,Ti ,Tj ) is related to the hardware characteristics
and relative positions of the reader R and two tags Ti and
Tj ,4 � and �

0 are the attenuation parameters of the paths
from the reader to tag and backwards, x(t) is the original
tag signal, and NG is the Gaussian white noise introduced
by devices. According to the EPC C1G2 protocol [13], we
retrieve the tag’s EPC signal segment by cutting out the sig-
nal between each valid ACK and its next command (usually
QueryREP/QueryAdj/Query), and use it as the received signal
P

0
R .

4The detailed representation is
PR ·GTi ·GTx ·|�Ti |

2 ·�2

16� 2 ·D2 ·[GTi �
Ni
Ri

· dMij
dt ·GTj ]

where GTx and GTi are the antenna gains of the reader and the tag Ti , �Ti
is the modi�ed re�ection coe�cient, which is determined by the antenna
resistance and reactance of both reader and the tag, D is the distance, and
Mi j is the mutual inductance.
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Figure 8: Signal pre-processing. Due to signal overlaps, (b) and (c) are easier to read with colors.

4.2 Signal preprocessing
According to Eq. 7, we �nd that the received signal is in�u-
enced bymany factors, including random signal, white noises
and environment noises. To obtain the hardware-dependent
features, we should �rst eliminate noises and remove the
random signal s(t). Hu-Fu processes the signal using two
steps: Gaussian white noise cancellation and random signal
removal.

Gaussian noise cancellation (GNC).Although we have
no idea about the exact value of Gaussian white noise at a
given time, the noise has a normal distribution in the time
domain with an average value of zero, i.e., GN ⇠ N(0,� 2).
Hence we may employ a mean �lter with a time windoww

to remove the Gaussian noise, i.e.:

P

⇤
1 (t) = MEAN[P 0

R (x)],x 2 [t �w/2, t +w/2], (8)

where t is the time point of a signal sample. The basic idea
of the mean �lter is that within a time window, the average
value of Gaussian noise should be 0. While the other parts
of signal P 0

R are highly likely to be unchanged. Hence the
signal P⇤

1 can be modeled as:

P

⇤
1 (t) ⇡ � · � 0 · h(R,Ti ,Tj ) · s(t) · x(t). (9)

Based on empirical experience, we choose the time win-
doww as 10 samples, which is about half of a square wave.

Random signal removal. Then Hu-Fu removes the ran-
dom signal that is used to hide the responses from tags. The
inner structure of the reader (implemented by SDR in our
prototype) is shown in Fig. 9 [20][4]. We generate a ran-
dom signal s 0(t) in reader logic module and then send it
instead of the constant carrier waves. However, before the
SDR reader transmits s 0(t), it will put s 0(t) into an ampli�er,
i.e., s(t) = � · s 0(t), where � represents the magni�cation
times of the ampli�er. In practice, we do not know the exact
value of � and have no idea about the exact value of s(t).
That introduces a challenge in this step.

Matched Filter

RX

Tag Response Gate

TX
Tag Decoder

Reader LogicAmplifier
S (t)’S(t)

Figure 9: The structure of SDR reader

Fortunately, we �nd that after the reader �nishes trans-
mitting ACK commands, a tag will wait for a relatively sta-
ble time period t1, before it starts to respond. As shown in
Fig. 4, the tag will not start to transmit the EPC during time
[t0, t0+t1], where t0 is the timewhen the reader �nishes trans-
mitting its ACK. Hence the signal during time [t0, t0 + t1] can
be expressed as follows:

P

0
R (t) = � ⇤ · h(R) · s(t) + NG , (10)

where � ⇤ is the propagation parameter through the transmit-
ting path, and h(R) is only related to the reader hardware.
After canceling the Gaussian white noise, we can estimate
ampli�er coe�cient � as follows:

�̂ = (P 0
R (t) � NG )/s 0(t) = � ⇤ · h(R) · � , (11)

Utilizing the estimated ampli�er parameter �̂ , we can remove
the random signal s(t) for the signal samples collected after
time t0 + t1, i.e.:

P

⇤
2 (t) = P

⇤
1 (t)/(�̂ · s 0(t)), (12)

Based on Eq. 9 and 12, P⇤
2 (t) can be modeled as � ·� 0

� ⇤ · h(R,Ti ,Tj )h(R) ·
x(t). In practice, we can assume that the transmission chan-
nels stay unchanged in a very short time. As a result, the
environment parameters, i.e., � · � 0/� ⇤, can be considered
static when a tag responds its EPC, which costs just several
microseconds. Even if the attacker can run the same prepro-
cessing algorithm, it is not able to get P⇤

2 (t) because it has
no information of s 0(t).
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In Fig. 8, we show an example of the preprocessing module.
The raw data received at Rx is as shown in Fig. 8(a), the entire
time between ACK and QREP (marked by a red rectangle)
is covered by a random signal and the EPC signal can’t be
recognized. We zoom in the red rectangle and show the
details in Fig. 8(b). The blue curve is the EPC signal, while
the red dotted line is the estimated s(t). We show in Fig. 8(c)
the signal after removing the random signal, and �nd that we
can recover the tag’s EPC segment e�ectively. Canceling the
Gaussian noise is very necessary, for the signal after GNC
(the red curve) is much easier for decoding.

4.3 Feature extraction and comparison
To defend against di�erent types of attacks, we propose to
use two features in Hu-Fu, namely the coupling feature and
authentication feature. The coupling feature is to determine
whether the Left Tag is indeed coupling with another tag,
while authentication feature aims to verify whether the Right
Tag is the legitimate one. The coupling feature can be used to
detect signal replay and the authentication feature is e�ective
to detect tag counterfeiting. Note that both the two features
are insensitive to the environment, i.e., we can use them
for tag authentication even if the registration phase and
authentication phase happen at di�erent locations.

Extracting the coupling feature.We �rst specify how
to extract the coupling feature. In the signal collection mod-
ule, Hu-Fu �rst collects the uncoupling signal of the Left Tag
TL and then records the coupling signals of both Left and
Right Tags in the same situation. After pre-processing, let
UL denotes the signal ofTL in the non-coupling state,CL and
CR denote the processed signals ofTL andTR in the coupling
state. Based on our model,

UL(t) =
� · � 0

�

⇤ · h(R,TL)
h(R) · x(t)

CL(t) =
� · � 0

�

⇤ · h(R,TL,TR )
h(R) · x(t),

(13)

where h(R,TL) represents the hardware characteristic param-
eters without inductive coupling, which can be modeled as
�2 ·GTx ·G2

TL
· |�TL |2

16� 2 ·D2
R!TL

. We de�ne the coupling feature as:

Fc =

Ø te
ts

ULdtØ te
ts

CLdt
, (14)

where ts and te are the start and end time of the tag’s EPC
segment. We detect them by �nding the sudden rising/-
falling edge of the received signal. Fc can be modeled asØ te
ts

GTL · [GTL � NL
RL · dMLR

dt ·GTR ]dt according to Eq. 13 and
14. We �nd that Fc is independent of the environment and
reader hardware. In addition, Fc can be used to detect signal
replay attack. If the attacker uses a signal replayer but not

the actual Right Tag at present, the Left Tag will transmit a
non-coupling signal. Under this circumstance, the coupling
feature Fc will be close to 1. However, if there is indeed exist
a correct Right Tag, the coupling feature Fc is much less than
1. We also validate that di�erent Right Tags may introduce
di�erent hardware parameterh(R,Ti ,Tj ). Hence the coupling
feature Fc is also able to authenticate the right tag. We fur-
ther introduce the authentication feature that enhances the
accuracy of detecting a di�erent Right Tag.

Extracting the authentication feature. The coupling
feature Fc is used by Hu-Fu to determine whether the Left
Tag TL is indeed coupled with another Right Tag. If the at-
tacker utilizes a counterfeited Right Tag, it is likely that Fc
will be di�erent. However, in some cases, Hu-Fu may ob-
serve similar Fc for di�erent Right Tags. Hence we propose
two metrics as the authentication feature. The �rst metric is
de�ned as the speci�c value of energy spectrum of the Left
and Right Tags, i.e.:

Fe =

Ø te
ts

CLdtØ te
ts

CRdt
, (15)

Based on Eq. 13, Fe can be modeled as

Fe =
h(TL,TR ) ·

Ø te
ts

xL(t)dtØ te
ts

xR (t)dt
,

whereh(TL,TR ) is
GTL · |�TL |2
GTR · |�TR |2 ·

GTL�
NL
RL

· dMLR
dt ·GTR

GTR �
NR
RR

· dMRL
dt ·GTL

, only depend-

ing on the hardware characteristic of the two tags, and xL(t)
and xR (t) are the data-dependent signal functions of the
Left and Right Tags, respectively. We �nd that Fe is inde-
pendent of the environment or reader. In addition to the
hardware characteristics ofTL andTR , Fe also takes the data-
dependent signal functions x(t) into consideration. However
even though two Right Tags carry the same data, Hu-Fu will
measure di�erent values of the integral results (and hence
di�erent Fe ), because the BLF of di�erent tags is di�erent.
We will show that even if the attacker utilizes a counterfeited
Right Tag that owns the same ID as the legitimate one, it
cannot pass the authentication.

To further improve the authentication accuracy of Hu-Fu,
we propose another authentication metric, namely Power
Spectral Density (PSD). The PSD feature re�ects the distri-
bution of power into frequency components composing that
signal [30]. The second authentication metric Fp is de�ned
as:

Fp (Ti ) = |
π te

ts
e

�j2� fi t
Ci (t)dt |2, i = ‘L0 or ‘R0, (16)

where fL and fR represent the corresponding frequencies of
the Left and Right Tags. Hu-Fu calculates and records both
Fp (TL) and Fp (TR ) from each EPC segment of the two tags.
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Figure 10: CORR among 100 tags

In practice, the surrounding moving objects may also in-
troduce unpredictable errors. To tackle this problem, we pair
each CL and CR that collected in an inventory round (as
shown in Fig. 4), which have very adjacent reply time to
calculate the authentication features.
We further de�ne a vector [Fe , Fp (TL), Fp (TR )]. For an au-

thenticatee tag, Hu-Fu calculates the Cross Correlation Coef-
�cient (CORR) of the two authentication vectors collected at
the registration and authentication phases.

Authentication logic. The authentication of a presented
tag returns either ‘Accept’ or ‘Reject’. If the coupling feature
Fc is larger than a threshold � determined by empirical results,
Hu-Fu immediately returns ‘Reject’. Otherwise, Hu-Fu cal-
culates CORR of the two authentication vectors collected at
the registration and authentication phases. If CORR is larger
than another threshold �, Hu-Fu returns ‘Accept’. Note the
choice of both � and � is universal in a system: each of them
uses one single value for all tags in a Hu-Fu system. We do
not need to determine them for each individual tag.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide the detailed analysis on how
Hu-Fu defends against the four major attacks, namely tag-
counterfeiting, signal replay, signal compensation, and brute-
force feature replay.

Tag counterfeiting. The attacker uses its own tag to
carry the ID of a legitimate tag, and wants to get access
to some region or resource. Most existing physical-layer
authentication methods focus on solving this problem. By
analysing the physical features from the signal from a tag,
physical-layer authentication decides whether the presented
tag has very similar features of the legitimate tag with the
ID. To demonstrate that the feature used in Hu-Fu is unique
and can be used for authentication purpose, we conduct the
following experiments. We use 101 ALN-9840 tags, pick one
tag as the Left Tag, and use the other 100 tags as the Right
Tag. We calculate the feature CORR of all pairs among the

100 Right tags, which are coupled with the same Left tag
under the same situation. As shown in Fig. 10, we �nd that
84% features have distinctly di�erent features (CORR<0.5).
Only 0.55% of the CORR values show similar features of two
Right Tags (CORR>0.74, where 0.74 is the default value of
threshold and can be set higher). We use other Right tags,
which show similar results. Hence Hu-Fu can successfully
detect counterfeited tags that carry the same ID but di�er-
ent physical features. One potential problem of defending
against tag counterfeiting is that, if the registration and au-
thentication happens in di�erent environments, including
location changes and dynamic moving objects. We will show
Hu-Fu is robust to environmental changes in §6.3. An ad-
vanced tag counterfeiting attack is brute-force feature replay,
which will be discussed later.

Signal replay attack. The attacker �rst eavesdrops on
the backscatter communication of a legitimate tag, either dur-
ing the registration/authentication period or using an unau-
thorized reader to query the tag. Then the attacker replays
the identical signal to cheat the authenticator. Compared
to tag counterfeiting, this attack requires a more powerful
device at the attacker, which can replay signals. Existing
methods are di�cult in defending against signal replay. One
unique advantage of Hu-Fu is that, even if an attacker can
eavesdrop on all communication of a legitimate tag. None
of these signals can pass Hu-Fu. The attacker can record
the signal UR of the legitimate tag in a non-coupling state,
but UR cannot pass Hu-Fu as shown in Fig. 1(d). It can also
record the coupling signals CL · s and CR · s but replaying
them does not work either, because next time the random
signal is di�erent. In addition, since simply replaying the
signal will not make TL in a coupling state, Hu-Fu can also
detect signal replay if it �nds TL still transmitsUL · s . Even
if the attack may use both signal replay and a counterfeited
tag, it still has no way to produce CL · s and CR · s .

Signal compensation attack. In signal compensation,
the attacker knows the signal that can pass the authentica-
tion, denoted as =. Assume the current signal in the envi-
ronment is =0. The attacker can compensate the existing
signal =0 to make it become =. Signal compensation might
work if Hu-Fu is not protected by signal randomization. For
example, the attacker eavesdrops on a prior registration or
authentication of the legitimate tag and records CL and CR .
Then it uses a faked tag and compensates any signal to make
the signals beCL andCR . In Hu-Fu,CL andCR are protected
by the one-time random signal s . The attacker can only get
CL ·s andCR ·s , which will fail to pass the next authentication
because Hu-Fu will use another random signal. The attacker
has no idea about the coupling signals, not to mention re-
constructing them.
There is another reason that signal compensation to Hu-

Fu is di�cult. The RFID tags comply slotted-ALOHA-based
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communication protocol [13]. Based on the protocol, after
receiving the slot number, i.e., 2q , from the reader, tags will
randomly select one slot to response. At that slot, a tag will
wait for an uncertain time t1 and then start to transmit the
backscatter signal. According to the protocol [13], the range
of t1 is roughly from 184µs to 216µs . In other words, the tag
may start to respond at any time during the 32µs . Because
Hu-Fu transmits a random signal during tag’s backscatter,
attackers have to guess at which time point the tag will start
to transmit. To discuss the success possibility of attackers to
hit the right start point and reconstruct the coupling signal,
we conduct a simulation. In fact, we have no idea about the
exact probabilistic model of t1. So we use three common
models, namely Gaussian distribution, Poisson distribution
and Uniform distribution, to simulate it. As shown in Fig.
11, the success probability goes down with the increased
number of slots. However, even under the worst case, i.e.,
there are only 2 slots (q = 1) in each inventory round and
the values of t1 follow a Gaussian distribution, the attackers
only have less than 20% probability to compensate the signal
to the expected one successively.
By combining the two reasons, Hu-Fu is resilient to the

signal compensation attack.
Brute-force feature replay attack. Assuming the at-

tacker knows the feature extraction algorithms and obtains
su�ciently many tags, it extracts the feature of every tag
until getting one tag that presents a feature close enough
to the legitimate tag. Then that tag can be used as a strong
counterfeit. Hu-Fu is also resilient to brute force attack. Since
Hu-Fu randomizes the communication channel between the
reader and the legitimate tags, the coupling signals are di�-
cult to obtain. Hence the attacker does not know the valid
features, even if the attacker knows the feature extraction
algorithms. It is impossible to �nd an unknown feature from
the tags owned by the attacker.

Tag tracking attack. Tag tracking does not target on the
authenticity of an RFID system, but on the privacy. Hence
as an authentication method, Hu-Fu does not need to be re-
silient to tag tracking, but it still worths discussion. Current

COTS passive tags have no ability to protect their replies
being eavesdropped by an attacker. The tag locations and
moving trajectories can be tracked. In §6.2 we use experi-
ments to show that a single-antenna eavesdropper is unable
to decode any ID information from the signal that being
covered by randomization. Hence Hu-Fu also improves the
tag privacy.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
6.1 Prototype Implementation
We implement a prototype system of Hu-Fu with a USRP
N210 equipped with an SBX daughter-board and two Laird
S9028-PCL directional antennas. The center frequency of
USRP-based SDR reader varies among [905MHz, 910MHz,
915MHz, 920MHz, 925MHz]. Note that in practice, we can
randomly select center transmitting frequency from 902MHz
to 928MHz. The sampling rate is 2MHz, and the transmission
gain and receiving gain are both 25dB. The distance between
the reader and tag pairs is 20cm. We have veri�ed that most
main-stream brands and models of passive RFID tags have
the inductive coupling phenomenon and can be used in Hu-
Fu, including ALN-9740, ImpinJ E41C/B, and Alien 964X.
The prototype is compatible to the standard EPC Class 1
Generation 2 protocols (C1G2) [13]. In our experiments, we
run the software components of Hu-Fu at a Dell desktop,
which equips Intel Core i7-7700 CPU at 3.6 GHz and 16G
memory.

As aforementioned, Hu-Fu has the registration phase and
authentication phase. At the registration phase of a tag TR ,
Hu-Fu collects the features introduced in § 4.3. Then the
features are stored in a database running on a back-end
server, indexed by the tag ID. At the authentication phase of
the tag, Hu-Fu calculates its features and compared them to
the stored features of the same tag ID. Hu-Fu returns either
‘Accept’ or ‘Reject’.

6.2 Evaluation of Randomization
Methodology. We evaluate whether an attacker can obtain
any useful information from Hu-Fu to conduct signal or
feature replay attacks. Since tag replies will be covered by
a one-time random signal, replaying the same signal will
absolutely result in a ‘Reject’ because the random signal is
di�erent. We further ask an easier question to the attacker:
whether it is able to decode or infer any bit from the tag
replies covered by random signals. Note even if an attacker
can decode the bits, it is still not able to conduct a successful
reply attack. We conduct a set of experiments that use Hu-Fu
to query 50 commercial tags in di�erent models for 1000
times in total. The experiments are conducted in both static
and dynamic scenarios. In static scenarios (St), registration
and authentication happen at the same place. In dynamic
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scenarios (Dy), they happen in di�erent places. We allow an
eavesdropper to obtain the signal of the entire communica-
tion, which then tries to decode the signal by reading the
rising and falling edges. We measure the Bit Error Rate (BER)
of the eavesdropper.
Fig. 13 shows the cumulative distribution of the BER for

the eavesdropper in St and Dy as well as the random guess
(i.e., amplitude > 50% to 1 and  50% to 0). We �nd the BER
for all three cases are extremely close to 50%, which implies
they provide almost no information of the bits of tag replies.
The average BER for St and Dy are 52.85% and 53.18%, with
a standard deviation of 1.27% and 1.79%, respectively. The
eavesdropper is not obviously better than a random guess.

On the other hand, the BER of Hu-Fu in all 100 experiments
is always 0.

6.3 Evaluation of authentication quality
Methodology.We �rst evaluate the authentication accuracy
of Hu-Fu in both static and dynamic scenarios. We de�ne two
accuracy metrics of physical-layer authentication, namely
False Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR):

FAR = na/nn ; FRR = nr /nl

where nn is the number of tests that use non-legitimate tags,
na is the number of ‘Accept’ results among tests using non-
legitimate tags, nl is the number of tests that use legitimate
tags, and nr is the number of ‘Reject’ results among tests
using legitimate tags. FRR is also equal to 1 - Recall. Note
in practice, false acceptances are usually considered more
harmful and critical than false rejections. It is because the
users that are falsely rejected will usually go through other
o�-line and more reliable authentication processes, such as
verifying their photo IDs or other certi�cates. On the other
hand, false acceptance will allow an illegal user to get access
to the protected area/objects. In addition to FAR and FRR, we
use the classi�cation accuracy, a metric that has been used
by existing physical-layer identi�cation methods [17, 37]
for comparison. These experiments work as follows. Each
method collects the testing features from a number of tags
and classify each feature to one of the existing stored features

Table 1: Accuracy comparison
Hu-Fu [COV,PSD] [TIE,ABP] Spectral

St 95% 99% 96% 99.6%
Dy 90% 77.8% 36.24% 37.6%

Table 2: Hu-Fu accuracy with mobility
Coupling state Authentication

(FAR,FRR) (0%, 0%) (3.42%, 10%)

that were from these tags. The accuracy is the rate of features
that are correctly classi�ed.

Note in the experiments, we give a huge advantage to the
attacker by assuming the tag ID matching is always correct.
However in actual cases since Hu-Fu hides the tag replies,
the attacker has no information of the tag ID (see results
in $6.2) if we can protect the Right Tag carefully from be-
ing queried by a malicious reader.Hence even though the
results show some level of FAR, the actual FAR of a
practical attacker is still almost 0 if it has no informa-
tion of the tag ID.

Accuracy of determining a coupling tag. The �rst step
of the authentication logic is to compare the coupling fea-
ture Fc with the threshold � . Fig. 12(a) exhibits the FRR and
FAR of Hu-Fu for determining the coupling state. Note that
the FRR and FAR here are not calculated based on the �nal
authentication results, but only the middle results for deter-
mining the coupling state of the Left Tag. We �nd that FAR
and FRR in both St and Dy drop to 0 when � is in the range
of [0.8, 0.95]. This result is robust to di�erent models of tags.
Hence determining a coupling Left Tag is highly accurate. In
other experiments, we set the threshold � as 0.85.

Accuracy of Hu-Fu. After verifying the coupling state,
Hu-Fu determines whether the CORR of authentication fea-
tures that collected at registration and authentication phases
is larger than the threshold �. It returns ‘Accept’ if CORR
> � and ‘Reject’ otherwise. We show the FRR and FAR for
static cases in Fig. 12(b) and for dynamic cases in Fig 12(c),
by varying the threshold �. We �nd that when � = 0.74 in
St, both the FAR and FRR are 6%. We set � = 0.83 to make
FAR < 2% and allow 10% FRR. When � = 0.62 in Dy, both
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Figure 14: The intersection angle of two tags
the FAR and FRR are 4%. However, to make FAR < 2%, FRR
may be a slightly higher than 10%.

Comparison to existing methods. We compare Hu-Fu
to existing physical-layer identi�cation methods, including
the COV and PSD method used in Geneprint [17], the time
interval error (TIE), average baseband power (ABP), and
spectral feature (SP) proposed by Zanetti et al. [37][38]. We
perform these methods in both static and dynamic cases,
and use a Bayesian classi�er to classify 50 tags. We conduct
multiple production experiments for every tag. The classi�-
cation results are shown in Table 1. In St, all methods have
high accuracy. Hu-Fu has a little lower accuracy than other
methods. That is because signal processing, including the
Gaussian noise and random signal removal, will more or less
distort the tag’s signals and introduce unpredictable errors in
authentication. However, in Dy, only Hu-Fu can maintain a
high accuracy and other methods are not resilient to environ-
ment changes. Note none of the prior methods can defend
against reply attacks. Hu-Fu achieves an extra advantage of
accuracy in Dy, because it can use a pair of tags to eliminate
environmental factors.

Time cost of Hu-Fu. Hu-Fu is fast. In our experiments,
all authentication decisions are made within 1.5 seconds. Ex-
isting work do not mention their authentication times. We
believe that 1.5 seconds is an acceptable time for authentica-
tion applications.

6.4 Impact of environmental factors
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Hu-Fu under
the impacts of practical factors. Note that we do not alter
the system threshold. Because we have no idea about the
environmental factors at each moment.

Inmobility environments.Moving persons and objects
around the reader usually cause unstable signals due to multi-
path re�ection [36]. To evaluate the robustness of Hu-Fuwith
moving objects, we conduct the experiments by allowing
a person walking around the reader with a speed of 1 ⇠
2m/s. We �rst register 50 right tags in one place, and then
authenticate them at another place. The results are shown
in Table 2. We �nd that Hu-Fu still achieves 100% accuracy
in determining a coupling Left Tag. The FAR and FRR of
authentication the right tag do not increase much.
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Varying tag angles.We evaluate the performance of Hu-
Fu when the Right Tag is not fully parallel to the Left Tag.
We de�ne the intersection angle between Left and Right Tags
as the angle between their antenna directions as shown in
Fig. 14. The separation distance between two tags’ centers
is 2cm. We �rst collect the signals when the left tag is fully
parallel to the right tags as the registration record, and then
utilize the signals when the two tags have intersection angles
as the authentication data. We exhibit the values of the cou-
pling feature Fc for di�erent angles in Fig. 15. The red dashed
line is the threshold. When the angle is no more than ±8�,
all Fc values are smaller than the threshold, which means
the coupling determination is always correct. For tags that
with ±16� intersection angles, Hu-Fu has a FAR of 5%. The
authentication error rates are shown in Fig. 15(b). We �nd
that the FARs are no more than 5% and the FRRs are no more
than 10%, when the angle is between �16� to 8�. According
to the results, we can safely infer that an intersection angle
smaller than about 8� may not impact the results signi�-
cantly. Intersection angles larger than 8� are very obvious
and easy to correct.

Varying tag distances. We evaluate whether the sepa-
ration distance between the Left and Right Tags is a factor
that may in�uence the authentication results. We use the
records that the two tags have a 2cm separation distance
as the registration data. Then we move the right tag with a
separation distance from 1cm to 5cm. Fig. 16(a) exhibits the
CDF of coupling feature Fc by varying the distances. We �nd
that the coupling features of tags with a distance smaller
than 4cm are mostly smaller than the threshold � . The au-
thentication error rates are shown in Fig. 16(b), the FARs
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for 1cm to 3cm distances are all smaller than 10%. Hence by
slightly moving the Right Tag, the results are still reliable.

Varying the temperature. The outside temperature
may change the hardware characteristic of the RFID tag
and make its signals distort. In this set of experiments, we
will discuss the impact of temperature on the system’s per-
formance. We �rst collect registration data at 18.3�C (65�F )
and then heat the room to conduct authentication at 21.1�C
(70�F ), 23.9�C (75�F ), 26.7�C (80�F ), and 29.4�C (85�F ), re-
spectively. As shown in Fig. 17, most coupling states can
be accurately determined when the temperature changes.
The authentication FAR and FRR for di�erent temperatures
 80�F are extremely low ( 1.5% and  10%), but increase
for  85�F . As long as the system operator keeps the tem-
perature  80�F , Hu-Fu has stable accuracy.

7 RELATEDWORK
Recent e�ort has been made to authenticating RFID tags.
Most existing solutions fall into two categories: crypto-based
and physical-layer approaches.

Crypto-based approaches aim to utilize conventional cryp-
tographic algorithms to perform the authentication. After
allowing each tag to share a secret key with the reader, the
readerwill accept a tag as a valid one only if the tag can replay
a cipher depending on the secret [12, 14, 15, 21, 31]. However,
Crypto-based methods su�er from several drawbacks. First,
it is di�cult for these methods to be implemented on COTS
passive tags as they are commonly with a need of changing
the current industrial standards and introducing non-trivial
�nancial cost and labor cost. To our knowledge, the only tag
claimed with a cryptographic function is the NXP UCODE
DNA RFID [1], but its price is much higher than COTS tags
($67,000 for 77K tags, not available for purchase under 77K
tags). Its performance and actual security level are unclear
to the public, because there is no report from its users. Using
tags with a cryptographic function may have several limi-
tations. First, the current main-stream COTS tags need to
be replaced, which introduce non-trivial �nancial cost and
labor cost. Second, the process of storing secret key on tags
may also be vulnerable to some eavesdropping and active
attacks. Third, if the secret keys are stolen, it will be easy for
attackers to produce unlimited counterfeit tags. In contrast,
Hu-Fu does not need to modify the protocol or substitute the
deployed tags. In addition, it is infeasible for an attacker to
produce many counterfeits that can pass the authentication.
Our conclusion is, even if on-chip cryptographic passive
tags would be available in future, Hu-Fu still has its unique
advantages.

Physical-layer identi�cation approaches leverage the hard-
ware diversity of tags [6, 17, 19, 32, 37] caused by manufac-
tural imperfection. Danev et al. [6] show the feasibility of
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Figure 17: Accuracy by varying the temperature

using the physical-layer information to detect cloned or coun-
terfeit RFID tag. Zanetti et al. [6] further propose physical-
layer identi�cation of UHF RFID using the time interval error
(TIE), average baseband power (ABP) and spectral feature as
the �ngerprints. Periaswamy et al. [27] use a speci�c device
to extract the Minimum Power Response of RF signals as the
�ngerprint. Geneprint [17] utilizes the covariance among the
square waves of two tags’ signals as the �ngerprint, which
reduces the cost of feature extraction. These methods name
themselves as ‘identi�cation’ rather than ‘authentication’
and they are not robust against the signal-replay, brute force,
and signal compensation attacks [7]. Physical-layer identi�-
cation has also been investigated for other wireless devices
such as 802.11 and 802.15.4 [8], but there is no e�ective so-
lution for the attacks mentioned in §1. RF-Cloak [18] is a
recent solution that protests tags from eavesdropping. It the
�rst work to introduces signal randomization. However, it
mainly focuses on providing con�dentiality and does not
validate tag authenticity.

8 DISCUSSION
A crucial concern is that whether an attacker can model
the interactions between legitimate tags if he could obtain
their uncoupling signals. Our answer is that modeling and
reconstructing the coupling signals of the legitimate tags
are extremely di�cult. There are two reasons: 1) As afore-
mentioned in Section. 2.1, we assume the Left tag is always
under higher security protection. Hence the attacker cannot
access the uncoupling signals of the Left tag. Only obtaining
the uncoupling signal of the Right tag is not enough to in-
fer their interactions. 2) There remains a huge gap between
molding the interaction of a tag pair and obtaining their
uncoupling signals. Due to the complexity of indoor environ-
ments, both the signal collection and reply are vulnerable to
the environment changes. Even if the attacker can extract
the corresponding characteristics of the Right tags, they are
not able to infer the environment variation at the current
moment. During the authentication process, the signal from
the Left tag includes environment factors and an attacker is
di�cult to create the coupling signals of both Left and Right
tags.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Hu-Fu is a physical layer authentication method for battery-
free IoT devices, in particular, passive RFID tags. Hu-Fu is the
�rst solution that is resilient to a number of major attacks to
physical layer authentication, including tag counterfeiting,
signal replay, signal compensation, and brute-force feature
reply. We design Hu-Fu with two essential ideas, namely
inductive coupling and signal randomization. We provide a
complete security analysis of the resiliency to these attacks.
We build a prototype of Hu-Fu and conduct extensive ex-
periments to show that Hu-Fu can achieve reliable accuracy
under environmental changes.
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APPENDIX
A RESISTANCE TO MIMO ATTACKERS
At check-in site, an attacker �rst eavesdrops with n antennas.
The received signals �1(t), �2(t), ..., �n(t) on each of its n
antennas can be modeled as follows:

Y (t) = [�ra + �ta · �r t · h(R,Ti ,Tj ) · x(t)] · s(t), (17)

where Y (t) = [�1(t),�2(t), ...,�n(t)]T , and �ra = [�r1,�r2,
...,�rn]T , �ta = [�t1,�t2, ...,�rn]T . Here �rn , �tn and �r t are
the transmitting parameters through wireless channels from
reader to the n-th eavesdropper’s antenna, the tag to the n-th
eavesdropper’s antenna and the reader to the tag, respec-
tively. As speci�es in [18], the eavesdropper can eliminate
the random signal s(t) by dividing two received signals at
two antennas i and j, i.e.,

�i (t)
�j (t)

=
�r i + �t i · �r t · h(R,Ti ,Tj ) · x(t)
�r j + �t j · �r t · h(R,Ti ,Tj ) · x(t)

, (18)

where x(t) is the data of the tag. It has two states, namely o�
and on. We can further model x(t) as:

x(t) =
⇢

0, state is o�
At , state is on (19)

where At is the amplitude of the on state, which is related
to the hardware characteristic of the tag. It can be a value
larger or smaller than the state of o�. The eavesdropper

can decode the data of the tag by comparing the ratio of
�i (t)/�j (t). When the state is o�, the ratio is �r i/�r j , or it is
�r i+�t i ·�r t ·h(R,Ti ,Tj )·At
�r j+�t j ·�r t ·h(R,Ti ,Tj )·At .
To reconstruct the right coupling signals at authentication

site, the attacker should transmit a well-calculated signal
�

0(t):

�

0(t) = (� 0
tr )2
�

0
ar

· h(R0,Ti ,Tj ) · x(t) (20)

where � 0
tr and � 0

ar are the transmitting parameters from the
position the tag should at to the reader and the attacker to
the reader. Since the reader we used in authentication site
maybe di�erent with the one in check-in site, the hardware
characteristich(R0,Ti ,Tj )maybe not identical to the previous
one, i.e., h(R,Ti ,Tj ). 5 .

Observing the received signals �i (t) of the MIMO attacker
in Eq. 17 and the coding it obtains in Eq. 18, we �nd that the
attacker is extremely hard to retrieve the original physical-
layer feature, e.g., h(R,Ti ,Tj ) ·At , of the legitimate tags. They
should �rst estimate each transmitting parameter �ra , �ta ,�r t
accurately. Then at the authentication site, it should estimate
the hardware characteristic h(R0,Ti ,Tj ) and the channel pa-
rameter � 0

r t and � 0
ar in real time. Since the attacker cannot

block the communication channel between the Left tag and
the reader, he has to estimate and imitate the changing chan-
nel between the reader and the position the Right tag should
be. Or Hu-Fu will not cancel the environment di�erence be-
tween the reconstructing signals and the one sent by the Left
tag. In fact, it is a di�cult task to accurately calculate and
estimate all these communication channel parameters. There
are two reasons: First, the communication channel is very
vulnerable to the changing of surrounding environments.
The di�culty for MIMO attacker to estimate the channel
parameters is no easy than that of the single-antenna at-
tacker. And in our experiment, we have veri�ed that Hu-Fu
can successfully defend against a single-antenna attacker.
Secondly, Hu-Fu randomly changes the center transmitting
frequency of the reader, which may also change the channel
parameters frequently. That is because signals at di�erent
frequencies have di�erent wavelengths, which are highly re-
lated to the line-of-sight transmitting, re�ections and other
propagation phenomenons. As a result, a MIMO attacker
can only obtain the coding of the legitimate tags. It is still
very di�cult for him to retrieve, reconstruct and reply the
physical-layer signals of the legitimate tags.

5As mentioned in Section. 4.2, the detailed representation of h(R, Ti , Tj ) is
PR ·GTi ·GTx ·|�Ti |

2 ·�2

16� 2 ·D2 ·[GTi �
Ni
Ri

· dMij
dt ·GTj ]. We �nd that in authentication

site, the reader antenna’s gain GTx , power PR and the distance between
reader and tags D maybe not identical to the ones in check-in site.
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